An experimental and numerical investigation on the effect of swirl on the motion of coal particles in the near-burner region of a versatile multi-fuel swirl-stabilised laboratory burner of total thermal input of 100kW, has been performed. The burner was designed as a scale model of a lOMW coal burner operating in a cement rotary kiln, produces flames of different aerodynamic characteristics, and can bum a combination of gaseous, liquid and pulverised solid fuels. Air and fuel were introduced through multiple CO-axial pipes and the ratio of swirl to axial air was varied while maintaining the same air-to-fuel ratio. The ability of the laboratory burner to produce flames close-to-industrial conditions renders it a powerful tool in the field of combustion research.
Introduction
An important way of understanding flame processes is to scale experimental results obtained from small, laboratory scale burners to large scale practical configurations [l] . Ideally, burner and flame scaling should result in complete similarity of all processes (turbulent transport and mixing, heat generation, heat transfer) in the scale down or scale up domain. In reality however, not all the combustion processes can be scaled in the same way. For example the flame surface to volume ratio, i.e. the specific flame area, in a laboratory burner is generally larger than in an industrial burner flame leading to faster cooling due to radiation losses and thus to reduced stability of laboratory flames. Two scaling methods that rely on the scaling of the large macro-scale turbulent mixing process are usually applied: the constant velocity method (CV) where air and fuel velocities are maintained constant with scale reduction and the constant residence or mixing time
